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ABSTRACT 

A diffusion term it introduced in the standard 
chemical rat* nodal of th* defact population in crystal* 
«near irradiation. 

For point defact generation rates larger than 
a critical value (I s), the uniform point defect populstiem 
i* shown to be unstable with respect to spatial fluctuation* 
of the point defect concentration, g* is temperature 
dependant. 

Several effect* including the nueUation of 
arrays of point defects clusters, or radiation induotd 
precipitation nay occur above the instability threshold. 

Defect-defect interaction potentiala play a 
crucial rain in the numerical v**ue of thia tnretbold. 

IftTROOOCTION 
ajiev a» u^»mF»mr a> e>w* 

On* fascinating aspect of radiation damage studies is that 
Irradiation offer* an almost unique way of maintaining solids ia far Iras 
«miliar it» quasi steady states. 

Indeed most of the radiation damage studies provide ample 
eviéesce for the reorganisation ef solids during irradiation (e.g. amor-
pnisatios, second phase precipitation or re~selution, order-disorder 
fraasformetion, paint defeats clustering, etc...). This reorgsnisatioa it 
of course linked to the behavior of the radiation generated poist defects 
^ ft* solid, however the fast that the point defects (FP) generatics 
rat* (g> may fUy tmt rol* of am intensive variable entering the 
a*fa*i*tiea of tat possible sutss at • solid oadar irradiation mas basa 



suggested only recently . 

Once g is recognised to be a aeasure of the strength with 
which the solid is drawn away front its equilibrium state, one simple 
question arises : is it possible to bring the crystal in a state suffi
ciently far from equilibrium to be unstable. The study of non equilibrium 
induced structures has undergone recent developments , and it is worth 
trying to apply the techniques dcvelopped in this field to the problem 
of crystals under irradiation. 

The quasi steady atate reached by the solid under irra-3 diation ia usually described by a homogeneous chemical rate model ; 
the PD are uniformaly injected into the system at a rate g, and are anni
hilated according to homogeneous chemical reactions. The mean PD steady • 
state concentrations «re provided by such models. 

The purpose of this paper is to show that provided that 
the PD generation rate is larger than a critical value g K, the uniform 
PD population may become unstable with respect to spatial PD concentration 
fluctuations. For a given crystal» g u is shown to be temperature (T) 
dependant* i.e. am instability limit of the crystal under irradiation will 
be drawn in a g va T plot. Above this limit (g > g* (T)), certsin harms* 
mica of the PD concentration fluctuations'will grow in amplitude, leading 
Co a spatially periodic PD clustering. Other consequences of the model 
will he discussed in the last section. 

DtlfTXKCE OP All INSTABILITY THRESHOLD 

Equations of the Problem 

For the sake of simplicity, we restrict ourselves hero to 
single defects t vacancy (t>) and interstitial (i). The same formalisai may 
be cat ended to higher order defects . The concentration at the point r 
sad time g of each type of defect (v or J) is governed by s 
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tbe first ten in the IBS of Eq. (I) deecribea the contribution of cheat" 
cal reactions to the local balance of FD, and tat socoai oas is ta» 
diffusioe ton. according to tbe standard cbeaicel rata theory *t 

(2) 

' «beta C* is tba tberaal vacancy concentration sad ̂  t^ ^ respectively 
ta» rata constants for i-p rccoabinatioe, v or i capture ea the PD sink*. 

In its aost (encrai fora, tba contribution of diffusion 
contains two taras 5, 

«tara 0p is ttat vacancy diffusion coefficient, 0 ta» atoaic voluae and 
ij «ad T nave their usual aeaaiagt t p is the dirft force oa tba vacancies 
**Scb derives froa the w , *H interaction yotaatials i ? w (?• - r) 
aad t < v (?• - r) t 

f^ft.t) - - * / rtyr'.t) ? w(r« - r> • tyr'.t) f^(r' - r)l dr« (4) 

The integration in Ea. (4) is take» over the total velus» of tba saaale. 
Isprsssioo* sinilar to la. (3) and (4) bold for tba interstitiels. 

If «e aev sssuae that %<p0 ty k^ in 1*, (2) are indepen-
deat of r, la.. (I) baa a uaifora steady state solution l p , 1., (i.e. lade-
aeadentofr). 

let «s no* diseass the stability tf this solution with 
raseoet to spatial PB concentration fluctuations. 

Uasar Stability Analysis 

let a» study the response of the eystea govirnad by 
If.. {!) to a sasll eaplitods oscillstiea of the PD coacsatration around 
tba anifora steady stats vslusf e.g. for vacaaeias i 
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The sign of tat rtal «art of m dictate* eh* stability of tb* steady tiate. 
If it ia negative, the concentration wave described by Eq. (5) will be 
damped. If it ta positiva, the concentration wave amplitude grows with 
time, and the spatial symmetry of the PO population breaka down. 

Sine* the c£ ara aasunad to b* small, Eq. (2-4) nay be 
ivee t linaarisad 5 and tq. (I) gin 

•^ c f t - (I - k» B) e k (6) 

where e- is a vector of conponents c ^ and e^. (Eq. (5 ) ) , and ( l - k* 5) 
ia the following matrix t 

- hfi " \ "fct DP <• • B J ~ **Â - k * D„ V v ( 7 ) 

- **& * k* h auv ' W " k ' Di ° • aiu> 
whith O j ^ - Cj ? ( { ) / 0 k fT. 

The «j. ara the aigen values of the matrix . A simple 
inspection of the matrix éléments shows that «^ is always negative if 
k • 0 (infinite wave length) or if all the interaction potentials are 
set equal to tero. 

Thus, the steady ststa is stable * th respect to cheai-
cal reactions pins random diffusion. A similar conclusion was reached 
numerically by de fontaine in a nodal including divacancies and by 
rich* in a nodal including higher order multi-defects. This results 
frai) th* fact that the chemical reactions in Eq, (1) do not contain self 

* I catalytic stag** which are the source of chemical instabilitias . A nan 
saro defect-defoct interaction potential is a necessary condition for eh* 
appearance of instabilities. 

DOUAI* OF IMTABILITT 

Border of eh* Boaeia 

In atudying ehe sign of the aigen values m ef I - fc* %, 
at a fonction of S, oat ia faced wieb two différant t:*pe* af parameter* t 
tatoe «ai«h caractérise cat cryttal (cryteolline etrweturc, Uctico 



naremetar, dialocation density, FD formation, migration and later actios 
pat a—tara), and thoae «Aieb caractariaa the anvironmint a£ the crystal, 
namely tba temperature I and the PD ganaratiea rata g. Thee* M e parame
ter* are tba dttanaime variaibl** which determine the propertiee of the 
«toady atata of the crystal. 

For • given cryatal it is than possible to calculate nu-
mericafy the dispersion curve sKk) for each value of the intensive varia* 
•to* g, T. fig. I shows an example of sveh carves calculated for a nodal 

nickel crystal K . 
/ \ «•**„,—i the following observations can be 

sudo t fer g • lo" dpa/sec : at 
T » }50*K all FD concentration 
waves are damped; at T < 500*K 
however sone concentration waves 
will be amplified. This proves the 

•tig. ! x Dispersion corves at varions • * * " " « • •* • « i t £ c « 1 *••**«-
temperature for "nickel" under ture I below which, the PD steady 
10*»* doa see"'. . 

«I» »•. atate concentration becomes unstable. 

Below this temperature, FD concentration waves with very 
short wave length are still danped, due to the diffuse interface energy 
tars, well known in the theory of spiaodal decomposition . On the other 
band PD concentration waves with vary largo wave length sro also damped, 
due to the chenieal part I in the matrix I - k* I.. This offset'does not' 
appear in the theory of spinod«l décomposition» Concentration waves with 
intermediate wevmlengtb however will bo amplified with a relaxation time 
l/m(k). At soma intermediate wavelength, ftr/kg, m goes through a nsxlmwm 

Fig. t also shews that foi a given value of g, "(kg) 
varias with temperature. At the critical temperature I t f, niky) is 

• A t details of tba parameters which ware chosen *** toi* calmwlatiom 
«mi tmt asnsitivity of cms result to chess pare—lots is fftvam in *. 
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obviously sero; at a very low temperature, *>(*||) tende toward zero,since 
FO migration rata* become infinitely «sail. At aona intermediate tempera-» 
ture ÏL., w(Sf) •*• '*• •***••• meximorum valu* which depends on g : 
«0^,. T M. g>» 

Performing tba same type of calculition for saveral va-
luee of g, gives the critical temperature T aa a function of g or equi

valent^ the critical point defect 
generation rate g* as a function of 
T, an example of which is shown on 
Fig. 2. 

The solid line represents the liait 
above which the PO unifora popula
tion is unstable with respect to 
spatial fluctuations. 

Q dp*. sat*1 

•unstable 

Tig. 2 t The domain of instability 
for "nickel** under irradiation 

(full line). See Kef. •. Along the 
dashed line» «(k^ - 10-2 — * » sec 

Behavior of the Crystal in the Doaain of Instability 

Inside the donain of instability, the unifora steady stats 
PD population will collapse into PD clusters distributed in a spatially 
periodical arrangement, with an intar-cloatar distance of the order of 
Zw/fcg. 

However for a given value of g, this collapse will pro* 
ceed with a relaxation tiae larger or equal to I M « w i "K., g ) . As as 
example, the dashed line in Fig. 2 represents the locus of the points 

-2 -1 
where «(kjj) • 10 sec . An iaportent question is to known if this re
laxation tiat is sasller than the incubation tiaa for the nucleation of 
Tt> cluster* by tba classical nucleation aacbanisa . In other words, 
irradiating inside the domain of instability does not guarantee the gene* 
ration of a spatially periodical P0 clustering. The standard nuclcatism 
ami growth mscasmiM which operates as soon as g 4 0 may be sera rapid 

treaeferasties which we have ju»t aodalad. 



Since cbt aodel relies on a linear stability analysis» it 
is unable to predict th» fora vhicb tba PO clusters will assuae at looter 
tines. Xa tba particular case where tba clusters fora voids, w» bava de-
aaastrated «Isawbara ! tbat tba void lsttiea generated by aaeb « aacha-
aian is etabilised during tba grevtb of tba voids by tba overlapping of 
tba PD diffusion fields around eacb cavity. Tbis guarantees tbat tba pe
riodical clustering which aay appear ia the doaain of instability is not 
• transient state, bat should persist at laager tiaes. There is another 
interesting consequence of the nodal ia tba case of dilute solid solutions. 
Provided that tba solute enters cbeaical like reactions with the ID, it 
«ill undergo the boaogencous transforaatioa just described t this gives 
a possible aecbanisa for radiation induced precipitation ia theraodyne-

12 aically stable solid solutions . 
Finely this aodel points to tba crucial iaportaace of tba 

PB generation rate (or of the irradiation flu») in tba understanding of 
aorphologicsl changes under irradiation. As an axaaple, in a pulsed regi-
ae, although the average PD generation rata aay be rather low, tba erys-
«at asy be brought ia the deasia of instability daring the irradiation 
palses and developp quite unexpected aorpnologies. This aay be of iapor-
tance for tba design of the first wall of fusion reactors. 

Tbis crucial iaportance of tba irradiation flux also 
suggests the type of experiaeatal work to be undertaken in order to check 
tba validity of this aodel. 

As a suanary, high flux irradiation aay trigger a perio
dical nuclestion of PD clusters in crystals. The position and shape of 
tba instability liait in the g vs T plat any be siaply calculated. Crucial 
•transtars of the calculation are ens defeat-defect iateraetiea potentials. 

Ê^owiiUdamtnU t ftiawiating discussions with D* 1. Adda ara «nraly 
sskaewledged. 

I T. Adda, M. loyale* sad 6, ftrsbas, Tbia lolid Filas, £, 107 (If75). 
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